On January 4, the traverse unexpectedly encountered a heavily crevassed zone at 82045'S.
15°02'E., and a day was spent retrieving one of
the Sno-Cats, the front pontoons of which broke
through a snowbridge. The main crevasses, several
tens of meters in width and 5 to 7 kilometers (3 to 4.5
n. miles) in length, were oriented in an approximate
east-west direction. The crevassed zone is above a
major anomaly in the bedrock topography, an abrupt
rise of over 1,200 meters (3,900 feet) q:er a horizontal distance of less than 9 kilometers (5 n. miles). Two
similar crevassed zones were identified by aerial reconnaissance at approximately 82°30'S. 08°E. and
82 0 S. 220E.
Two scheduled airdrops, on December 26, 1965,
and on January 17, 1966, resupplied the traverse
with fuel. An additional airdrop on January 6 supplied spare parts. The rapidity and efficiency of
these aerial resupply missions contributed in a
major way to the success of the traverse.
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tribution of intensity and direction of the Earth's
magnetic field, and navigation duties in guiding the
party over its previously determined course. Magnetic measurements of total intensity were taken with
a portable Varian M-49 proton magnetometer every
nine kilometers (five n. miles). At major stations
every 40 n. miles, in addition to the total intensity
measurements with the proton magnetometer, magnetic measurements of declination and inclination
were taken with a saturable-core, inductor (fluxgate)
magnetometer mounted on a Gurley transit. Fig. 1
shows the total intensity (F) measurements along the
track. Several magnetic anomalies are evident. The
largest one, MA3, is over 500 gammas below the
smoothed F line. The curves of MA3 and MA7 are
shapes typical of plotted total intensity values taken
on a crossing at right angles to the strike of a magnetic body. Fig. 2 shows declination values determined at the major stations. The data showed good
self-consistency along the straight-line portions of the
track, with expected departures where the track line
jogged.
Magnetic data, ranging from recordings of rapid
and secular change to accurately observed values of
the vector field at many points throughout this
previously unexplored region, are vital for adequate knowledge of the geomagnetic processes in
Antarctica, as well as throughout the world. A
preliminary comparison of SP-QMLT II data with
the latest version of the World Magnetic Charts
shows differences in excess of those usually encoun-
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Responsibilities of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey on the South Pole-Queen Maud Land
Traverse II were to perform a magnetic survey over
the entire traverse route for determining the dis-
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tered in other parts of the world. These new data
from SP-QMLT It will be used in the compilation of
the next version of the charts and will greatly
strengthen the chart values for Antarctica.
Geodetic positions were determined every 40 nautical miles at the 17 major stations using a Kern
DKM-2 theodolite. Severe weather conditions and
extreme refraction of the sun sometimes hampered
position determinations. Between these principal
points, navigation was performed by use of a simple
sun compass and a tank magnetic compass mounted
near the driver of the lead Sno-Cat. Trail azimuth
and slope shots were taken with a transit at more
frequent, nine-kilometer intervals to check the track
further. These slope shots also recorded as surface
highs the three suspected crevassed areas, and a
fourth area was also sighted as a possible crevassed
zone.
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During the 1965-1966 antarctic field season, an
intensive glaciological program was conducted on
the South Pole-Queen Maud Land Traverse It from
the Pole of Inaccessibility to Plateau Station.
Twenty-seven glaciological stations were established
along the route of the traverse. At each station a
2- to 3-meter (7- to 10-foot) pit was excavated,
and stratigraphy and density were measured. Sampies were also taken for laboratory analysis of
Sr° and Pb 210 , to determine the rate of snow accumulation. Measurement of stable oxygen and
hydrogen isotopes and analysis of chemical elements and particulates will also be made on these
samples. Additionally, 8- to 10-meter (25- to 30132

foot) core sections were taken for subsequent analysis
of the microparticle profile.
Temperature measurements were taken in twenty
40-meter (130-foot) deep boreholes, the emphasis
being placed on the temperature gradient between
20 and 40 meters (65 and 130 feet). The temperatures were measured to ± 0.002°C. with the
new Dymec Quartz Crystal Thermometer in order
to determine, to a meaningful accuracy, the small
geothermal/climatic temperature gradient at the
surface of the ice sheet. This new electronic device records temperatures by measuring the variation of frequency with temperature of a quartz
crystal sensor.
Forty-meter (130-foot) boreholes were logged
at 16 sites with an automatic neutron density probe.
This piece of equipment, designed at the Institute of
Polar Studies, proved to be a useful tool for rapid
measurement of depth-density profiles.
In addition to these studies, continuous
meteorological, surface hardness, and surface relief
records were kept by Mr. Olav Orheim, the Norwegian exchange scientist. Surface snow samples,
were collected at 27 stations to begin studies on
the distribution of particulate deposition across this
portion of Antarctica. Additional studies will be
initiated to determine the mechanism of particulate
deposition as well as the migration of such particles
during metamorphism of the firn.
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Ice surface elevations along the traverse route
were determined with 12 aneroid altimeters, which
were read at intervals of approximately nine kilometers (five n. miles). In addition, two altimeters
were monitored almost continuously. The elevations
ranged from 3,718 meters (12,198 feet) above sea
level at Pole of Inaccessibility, to 2,512 meters
(8,241 feet) at the turning point. The ice surface
sloped upward from the traverse turning point
(82°00'S. 09°35'E.) eastward with regional gradiANTARCTIC JOURNAL

